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Originally published in 1926, this classic "little blue book" has brought support and strength to

countless people over the years. It includes the traditional fifteen mysteries of the Rosary: Joyful,

Sorrowful and Glories Mysteries.
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As mentioned by another reviewer, this is heavy artillery in the realm of prayer. The Blessed Mother

is the dispenser of God's graces, and she cannot resist the title of "Queen of the Most Holy Rosary."

I am a traditional Roman Catholic, but incorporating the daily recitation of the Rosary into my life

took a lot of effort and involved several false starts that eventually fizzled out.It was this novena that

showed me how powerful - and how necessary - the Rosary is to my daily life. My father-in-law gave

me a copy of this book that was printed in the 1950's, and has been used to great effect by several

members of his family over the years. I was somewhat skeptical, until I lost my job - and almost

everything I owned - several years ago.During the final week of the novena, I landed an excellent

position - against all negative business trends at the time - but was told the company was up for

sale. After finishing the novena, I started my new job but my prayer life became inconsistent.

Eventually the company was sold and many folks lost their jobs - including me. I suddenly realized

that I needed to keep the fire burning, but I got too comfortable, and started to view the Rosary as

too time consuming during the fat years. Months went by, and the economy got worse. Once again I

was on the verge of losing everything.Back to the novena I went, and on the 54th and final day, I



received an unexpected email from a recruiter I had applied to previously. This time, I didn't take my

good fortune for granted. Now, I pray a minimum of one decade every day with my kids. The

blessings are gradual, but the positive momentum in our lives is tangible - and indisputable.

This is the REAL DEAL.... the 1924 54 Day Novenas of Our Lady--- 2 complete rosaries -- 9 (15

decade rosaries) of Petition, followed by 9 more (15 decade rosaries) of Thanksgiving-- since each

rosary consists of the Joyful, then Sorrowful, then Mysterious, mysteries... you make a full mystery

rosary each day or 27 days for the first 9 and 27 for the final 9... hence, 54 days of Rosaries. This

novena dates to a message of Our Lady of Pompeii, and has been proven extremely efficacious

MANY times. I know I've said it several times, and Our Lady has NEVER let me down. I MUCH

prefer this book (as shown WITHOUT the so-called "mysteries of Light") as I firmly believe those

"optional" mysteries created by JPII are NOT part of Our Lady's psalter. (A "psalter" consists of 150

prayers--Aves-- one for each of the Psalms) And this book ONLY has the three sets of mysteries

that have been prevalent for centuries--and for those who like to cite the history and origins... etc. ad

nauseum about the Rosary in their effort to justify the "new" mysteries, well--- it is enough for me to

know that Our Lady actually RECITED the Rosary with both St. Bernadette Soubirou, (Our Lady of

Lourdes) AND with the children of Fatima... and at NO time did she suggest a need for any "new"

mysteries. I had three copies of the originally published "Benziger" copies of this book... and they

had become so worn that I was elated to find this book--I had thought there would be NO chance I

could find this--and yet I did. Thanks to  for still carrying this, and I only hope more people discover

this powerful novena booklet. I ordered several, and I'm certain these won't last much longer so get

them while they last.
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